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WELCOME LETTER
Dear delegates, we are honored to welcome you to the

eleventh edition of the United Nations Model (SMMUN XI).
We, Victor Manuel Preciado and María Alejandra Coca will

be presiding the European Union committee , and will
guide you to address the security issues related to

Catalonian independence. Our goal for this model is that
you generate a critical spirit and empathy about one of the
conflicts that our world is currently  facing, in order for you

to foment very important skills such as argumentation,
addressing an audience, writing skills, learn to manage
emotions, use of language, and most important your

feeling as a citizen of the world, and understanding that
the future is in our hands.

Victor Manuel Preciado
I am Victor Preciado and I will be your president for this

model. I really do like the United Nations model and
having this opportunity of being president for the first

time is actually something to be thankful for. I hope you
have an awesome experience in this model and that you
enjoy any single moment of it, also I will like you to know
you have my support for developing this model correctly

and any question you may have will be solved by my
partner or by me, don't be scared of asking, thank you.



WELCOME LETTER

Maria Alejandra Coca
My name  is María Alejandra Coca and I would be one your

presidents for this edition of SMMUN XI. I had the
opportunity of participating in 3 different models as a
delegate, and this year I’m honored to  assume a new

challenge: being president of a committee. The UN model
is a great opportunity for learning, and there is no greater
satisfaction than feeling that you have done a great job,

and contribute to find a viable solution. For this is
necessary that you give all your effort; read, investigate, go

beyond, debate with passion and most importantly have
fun .Don't hesitate to ask for anything you need. We'll be

pleased to help and support you, we really hope you have
a great experience :)

CONTACTO

Victor Manuel Preciado
Correo: victorpreciado@csma.edu.co

Curso: 10°H

Maria Alejandra Coca
Correo:mariaalejandracoca@csma.edu.co

Curso: 9°A



INTRODUCTION  AND

OBJECTIVES

The European Union is a unique economic and political
union between 27 States. The predecessor of the EU was

created after the end of WW2. The first idea was to
encourage economic cooperation, with the belief that

countries that trade with one another become economically
interdependent and so more likely to avoid conflict. The

result was the European Economic Community (EEC),
created in 1958, which counted with 6 members: Belgium,
Germany, France, Italy, Luxembourg and the Netherlands.
Since then, 22 other members joined and what began as a
purely economic union, started to address other kinds of

challenges like climate change, health, security,
sustainability, migration, justice, among others. Therefore in
1993 they decided to change the name to European Union

with the motto “United in diversity”.



INTRODUCTION  

The EU has contributed to raise the standard of
quality of life for Europeans, it created a single currency and

is now progressively building a single market in which
people, goods, services and capital (the four fundamental

freedoms of the EU) circulate between Member
States with the same freedom as if they did it within the

same country. What started as a purely economic union has
evolved into an organization active on all fronts, from

development aid to environmental policy.

MEMBERSHIP: JOINING THE EU (Process described in the
official EU website)

“Becoming a member of the EU is a complex procedure
which does not happen overnight. Once an applicant

country meets the conditions for membership, it must
implement EU rules and regulations in all areas. Any

country that satisfies the conditions for membership can
apply. 



These conditions are known as
the ‘Copenhagen criteria’ and
include a free-market economy,
a stable democracy and the rule
of law, and the acceptance of all
EU legislation, including the
euro.  A country wishing to join
the EU submits a membership
application to the Council,
which asks the Commission to
assess the applicant’s ability to
meet the Copenhagen criteria.

INTRODUCTION 

 If the Commission’s opinion is positive, the Council must
then agree upon a negotiating mandate. Negotiations are
then formally opened on a subject-by-subject basis. Due
to the huge volume of EU rules and regulations each
candidate country must adopt as national law, the
negotiations take time to complete. The candidates are
supported financially, administratively and technically during
this pre-accession period.

     We encourage you to visit the following links for further information
https://youtu.be/O37yJBFRrfg

https://europa.eu/european-union/about-eu_en



OBJECTIVES

PRINCIPAL GOALS AND VALUES

EU PRIORITIES AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH THE
UN



OBJECTIVES

STRATEGIC AGENDA FOR THE EU 2019-2024



GLOSSARY
Recognized State: Recognition of state under the

International Legal System can be defined as “the formal
acknowledgement or acceptance of a new state as an
international personality by the existing States of the

International community”.It the acknowledgement by the
existing state that a political entity has the characteristics of

statehood.
 

Globalization: “Describes the growing
interdependence of the world's economies, cultures, and

populations, brought about by cross-border trade in goods
and services, technology, and flows of investment, people,

and information.”
 

GDP: Gross domestic product (GDP) is the
          standard measure of the value added created through
the production of goods and services in a country during a

certain period. As such, it also measures the income earned
from that production, or the total amount spent on final

goods and services (less imports).

Statut d'autonomie: Its a document valid in the
catalonian region that states laws in this territory, this
document is recognized by the Spanish government.



GLOSSARY
Sedition: “Collective and violent uprising

against  authority, public order or military discipline,
without reaching theseverity of the rebellion.”

 Procés: “The sovereignty process of Catalonia
from 2012-2020, known colloquially as the 

            Catalan process is a set of social and political events
that have developed since 2012 in the autonomous

community
of Catalonia with the aim of achieving self-determination

and independence fromCatalonia of Spain.”
 

Secession: Is the withdrawal of a group from a
larger entity, especially a political entity, but also from any

organization, union or military alliance. 
 

Earls: Noblemans that were in charge of
land management in the region of Catalonia (Condes).

Generalitat : Is the institutional system by which
Catalonia politically organizes its self-government. It is

formed by theParliament of Catalonia, the Presidency of the
Generalitat de Catalunya, andthe Executive Council of

Catalonia.



HISTORICAL CONTEXT
The situation of Catalonia is really complex and its independence it's
not a new topic. This territory has been dominated by many cultures,
greeks, romans, muslims, etc. Romans were the ones which made a
lot of important changes, principally they heredited their language

(Latin)(1) and its currency system. This autonomous community was
controlled by the muslims(2), time after this the “Francos” reached the
peninsula and divided this land into two (3), “Cataluña la nueva” and
“Cataluña la vieja”, the first one being controlled by  earls. Once the

peninsula is reconquered, the earls Ramon of Catalonia and the
princess Petronilla of  Aragon get married, this means both territories

would be controlled by the same monarchs but each one would
maintain the institutions and its own language (4). After this Catalonia

recovers other territories that were still controlled by the muslims,
Valencia and the Balearic Islands (5). During the XV century a war

between nobles and peasants starts in Catalonia, in this conflict the
king is obligated to have a role as moderator in which he gives the
reason to the peasants. The most relevant event in the XV century

was the marriage between Isabel de Castilla and Fernando de Aragón,
this means both territories, (the first one including Madrid and the

second one including Catalonia) passed to be controlled by the same
monarchs but the institutions and the language should be maintained

(6). During XVII century the earls Duque de olivares proposed a
system where power was centralized, in order to have even more

power and economic resources, in catalonia a really mortiferous war
called “la guerra de los segadores” starts between the noble who

supported the unification and the peasants who didn't, at the end the
independence, language and institutions were maintained.



HISTORICAL CONTEXT
The most relevant part for understanding catalonian
independence is in the XVIII century, the king of the

moment dies without descendants and a member of the
Astrian house and others from the Borbonic house are

postulated for the power, the first fouse proposed a federal
state and the second one suggested a centralized state in
which all the power is located in Madrid, for this reason

Spain divided into two, this is the beginning of the war of
spanish succession.  Catalonia loses the war after the
retreat of the austrian candidate, the borbonic winner

prohibits the language and suppresses all the institutions.
During the XIX and XX century many other events

determine the appearance of disappearance of the
institutions as the “Guerras Carlinas” the “Spanish Republic”  

the “Francoist dictatorship” and the disappearance of this
one. At the end of the XX century the institutions, the

language, the statut the autonomie and the generalitat
come back. In the modern times we all now the history,

Catalonia fights for its independence due to the irregular
relationship between Spain and Catalonia in economic

terms, Spain enters the european union on 1986 and finally
a referendum considered unconstitutional by the

government was celebrated on 2017 in which only the 30%
of catalonia population voted.



HISTORICAL CONTEXT

Image 6. Mediterrannean europe during roman arrival.
http://geacron.com/home-es/?lang=es

Image 7. Mediterranean Europe during muslim control.
http://geacron.com/home-es/?lang=es

Image 8. Europe during Francos domain.
http://geacron.com/home-es/?lang=es

Image 9. Europe after Ramon and
Petronilla marriage. http://geacron.com/home-es/?lang=es

Image 10. Europe after Catalonia
recovers Valencia and Baleares http://geacron.com/home-es/?lang=es

Image 11. Europe after spanish
peninsula unification http://geacron.com/home-

es/?lang=es



PARTS INVOLVED ON

THE CONFLICT
Parts involved are mainly European countries but also few

organizations and foreing countries. 

   Kingdom Of Spain
Catalonian National Assembly
French Republic
Italian Republic
Federal Republic Of Germany
United States Of America
United Kingdom Of Great 
Britain And Northern Ireland
Kingdom Of Denmark
Republic Of Austria

Catalonian Civil Society
Portuguese Republic
Kingdom Of Belgium
Kingdom Of Sweden
Hellenic Republic (Greece)
Ómnium Cultural 
Republic Of Latvia
Scotland
Republic Of Ireland
Republic Of Slovenia
Republic Of Cyprus
Russian Federation
Republic Of Bulgaria



DESCRIPTION OF THE

CONFLICT (CURRENT

SITUATION)

Catalonia is located at the northeast of the Iberian
Peninsula, limits on land with France and Andorra to the

north, with the Mediterranean Sea to the east and with the
Valencian Community and Aragon to the south. Catalonia

represents almost 16% of the Spanish territory (with a
surface area of   32,113 km2, similar to Belgium) and just
over 16% of its population (with 7,441,176 inhabitants,

similar to Switzerland), which gives us an idea of the
territorial and demographic weight that it represents within
Spain. However, the most significant thing about Catalonia

in relation to the whole of the Spanish state is its strong
economic and financial potential. The most prominent

pillars of the Catalan economy are industry (which
represents 25% of Spanish industrial GDP), with a strong

export capacity, and tourism (which attracts the most
foreign tourists).

.



DESCRIPTION OF THE

CONFLICT (CURRENT

SITUATION)
POLITICAL SYSTEM OF SPAIN

Spain is a constitutional and demotratic State, whose
political form is a parliamentary monarchy. The system

of government is based on national sovereignty, the
division of powers and a parliamentary system. Citizens
participate in public affairs through representatives who
are elected in free, universal, secret and plural elections.
Citizens also participate in public affairs directly, in the

cases provided for by the regulations, for example:
popular legislative initiative, holding public office,

exercising the right to petition, voting in a referendum
and participating in consultations, among others.Spain is

a member of the European Union and participates in
this economic and political project. Like other states, it

has ceded economic and political powers to the
European institutions; shares its exercise with 28 other

Member States and their citizens.



DESCRIPTION OF THE CONFLICT

(CURRENT SITUATION)

The organization of their own institutions: government,
parliament, court of law ...

Guarantee and promote education, health, spatial planning,
tourism …

In some cases there are also public order powers or specific
ax powers.

TERRITORIAL ORGANIZATION
Spain is a decentralized unitary state. While sovereignty is vested
in the nation as a whole, represented in the central institutions

of government, the nation has, in variable degrees, devolved
power to the communities, which, in turn, exercise their right to

self-government within the limits set forth in the constitution and
their autonomous statutes. The Spanish territory is divided into
seventeen Autonomous Communities, endowed with their own
governing bodies and representative institutions. It also has two

autonomous cities.
AUTONOMOUS COMMUNITIES: (established on constitution

1978, second article)
The Autonomous Communities have a capital and are divided by

provinces. Each province has many cities; however, in Spain
there is more reference to the provinces than to the cities that
compose them. In addition, each province has different town
halls and municipalities.Each autonomous community has its
Statute of Autonomy, that’s why their competences include: 



DESCRIPTION OF THE

CONFLICT (CURRENT

SITUATION)
THE 17 AUTONOMOUS COMMUNITIES OF THE

SPANISH TERRITORY ARE:

Image 12. Spanish autonomous
communitieshttps://www.geocurrents.info/geopolitics/the-nation-nationalities-

and-autonomous-regions-in-spain



DESCRIPTION OF THE

CONFLICT (CURRENT

SITUATION)

DIAGRAM:

Image 13. Spanish political system diagramhttp://elauladehistoria.blogspot.com/search?updated-
max=2010-12-12T08:23:00%2B01:00&max-results=14&start=56&by-date=false



DESCRIPTION OF THE

CONFLICT (CURRENT

SITUATION)
Protests 2019-2020  

TIMELINE“PROCÉS"https://especiales.realinstitutoelcano.or
g/cataluna/

2 years after the referendum was declared
unconstitutional,the trial of the leaders of the Catalan

independence process, legally Special Cause 20907/2017
and popularly known as the trial of the procés, was a

judicial process which was held during the first months of
2019 in the Supreme Court of Spain. 

Although the supreme court discarded the crime of
rebellion, the most serious of those requested by the
Prosecutor's Office, they imposed 12 leaders of the

independent procés  sentences of 9-13 years in prison for
the crime of sedition and embezzlement.



DESCRIPTION OF THE

CONFLICT (CURRENT

SITUATION)
This caused outrage among the citizens that is why since
October 14 2019 they have been participating in massive

protests all over Catalonia, and some other cities of Spain.
Their main purpose was to show support to their leaders, to

pressure for a new referendum and to condemn the decisions
of the Spain’s government. Among this series of marches and
protests it stands out the denominated Marxes per la Llibertat

(marches for freedom).

The leadership of the protests was shared between four
organizationsThe Catalan National Assembly (ANC)Tsunami
Democratic Ómnium Cultural (OC)The committees for the

defense of the Republic. 

VIDEO: https://youtu.be/KJDp1Nt_ySw



DESCRIPTION OF THE

CONFLICT (CURRENT

SITUATION)

Although the first approach of
the protests where “non-violent”
protesters  started to block
streets, the Barcelona airport (for
which more than 100 flights were
delayed) and caused multiple
fires in different parts of the
autonomous community. 

For that reason, the police body was forced to intervene.
However the truth behind the events are not clear, more
than 800 people were injured (of the 288 where police
officials, and 600 protesters) and about 200 people were
arrested. Therefore there  is a huge controversy about the
actions and decisions of both sides of the conflict,
meanwhile various human rights entities like Iridia, Novact
and ACCDH denounced police abuses and attacks on
protesters and journalists in Catalonia, arguing that most of
their actions intended to humiliate the manifestantes.

VIOLENCE AND POLICE ABUSE



DESCRIPTION OF THE

CONFLICT (CURRENT

SITUATION)
On the other  hand, other citizen’s platforms like Barcelona en
Comú, argued that the situation is the other way around and
that protesters have attacked and assaulted the protesters,

and that the videos that viralized in social media where
supposedly the policemen were abusing their power and their

weapons were completely out of context. A police officer
interviewed by the lost "El Confidencial" indicated the

following: : “When someone later watches a 20 second video
on Twitter they have to understand that a lot has happened
before. These people have been warned for a long time that

they have to leave the area and the only thing you see
afterwards is the outcome. In addition, we constantly meet

people who are looking for that image and end up forcing it ”.



DESCRIPTION OF THE

CONFLICT (CURRENT

SITUATION)
CHALLENGE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

https://int.assemblea.cat/civil-and-human-rights-abuses/

For several years and specially during the referendum
2017, the Catalan National Assemblyhas denounced to
the UN, the violation of the Catalan´s people, assuming

that their are under the oppression of the Spanish
government, saying the following in their official webpage

: “ In the European Union,, it seems unbelievable that
European citizens, such as we Catalans, still have to fight
for fundamental rights such as free speech, freedom of
press, association and demonstration. Spain signed and

ratified the Charter of the UN and the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, treaties that

recognise the peoples’ right to self-determination. We
want to live in a country that respects its citizens and

human rights and does not discriminate against
minorities” referring to the police abuse, and the decision

of the government to proclaim the referendum as
unconstitutional.



CAUSES AND

CONSEQUENCES
Corruption, economic crisis and a supposed unbalance

between what they give and what they recieve are some
of the main causes for this separatist movement to exist.

Is well known that Catalonia is one of the communities
that supports the Spanish economy the most mainly

from taxes, exportations, duties, etc. The consequences
are evident in some cases, the first and most obvious

would be the loss of the Euro as a common badge with
the rest of the continent, this will include many other

outcomes like the amount of extra taxes and duties that
Catalonia will have to pay for exportations with the rest
of the continent, or even the world. Catalonia may try to
negotiate the maintenance of the Euro but not maintain

the union, this case is extremely improbable because
Spain, France, Germany and other european countries
may try to obstaculate the process. The other issue is
related mainly to institutions, many nations may try to

obstaculate the integration of Catalonia to many
organizations such as the Schengen zone, scientific

associations like EMBO , economic and transportation
treaties or even sport corporations such as UEFA or FIFA.



DESCRIPTION OF THE TOPIC

AND HOW IT IS RELATED TO

THE COMMITTEE

The entry or departure of one region from an important
organization is something that needs to be considered in
terms of international politics. Globalization is involved

because Catalonia is the region that gives the most to Spain,
in economic standard. The violation of human rights and

the actions related to international security are abundant in
this conflict, by the manifestants and by the government.In
this committee globalization will be treated from a positivist

way and will be debated from an economic and social
aspect in its majority. For the European Union it is really

important to maintain globalization because this
denomination  is usually related to unity in many aspects

such as economy or politics.



DESCRIPTION OF THE TOPIC

AND HOW IT IS RELATED TO

THE COMMITTEE
After Brexit, the European Union finds itself in a

vulnerable position, where two of its most important
pillars "develop a solid and dynamic economic base"

and "promoting European interests and values   on
the world stage". The independence of Catalonia

from Spain would not only mean the loss of one of
its strategic points for economic development, but it
would also have a great impact on exports to foreign

countries. 

Although Catalonia has expressed its desire to be
part of the European Union. Due to the high and

demanding standards that are required for each of
its members, plus the political friction between the

different countries that form part of the EU. The
process of the inclusion of Catalonia as part of the

UE would take several years.



DESCRIPTION OF THE TOPIC

AND HOW IT IS RELATED TO

THE COMMITTEE



GUIDE QUESTIONS

- What are the causes and consequences at the  economic,
social, and legal level that the procés has  triggered ?Specify

in the two sides (Spain - Catalonia)

- Explain in your own words why the violent protests 
 started, which measures have been taken by the  Spanish /
Catalonian government, and how human rights are involved

- Explain briefly what is the European Union, its main
objectives and the process to become a member.

  - Which historical events have influenced the movement
for Catalonian independence ?

- Make a small text in which you explain the political,
economical and territorial system of autonomous

communities.



QARMAS
To answer the questions please go further with the information

Informative

-Which is the position of your delegation in relation  to
the main conflict? Has it changed through the years?
-Which tools and arguments your delegation may use

during the debate for defending its position? 

-(Only for countries) Which actions has your delegation
developed in order to support/ oppose similar conflicts ? 

-(Only for organizations/enterprises) Which are the main
objectives and goals of your organization /enterprise?

-Which measures has your delegation taken in the past
at the moment of facing any kind of protest?

Analytic

-How would your delegation be affected by an
hypothetical Catalonian independence?

-What are the advantages and disadvantages of belonging
to the European Union?



QARMAS
-Analyze the main claims of Catalonia to propose and defend

the independence

-Analyze the conditions of the Catalonian government, and
the Spanish government; and state what are the aspects that

triggers the desire of an independent Catalonia

Investigate 

-How has been your delegation affected by the conflict? (
political, economical, social, and cultural aspects)

-Which delegations in the committee share similar positions
with yours ? Which don´t? 

-(Only for countries)Would your delegation recognize
Catalonia as a sovereign state? (if it applies would it

recognize Catalonia as part of the European Union? )

-(Only for organizations/enterprises) Which measures has
your organization/enterprises taken

 
-Which kind of support has your delegation given to the

Catalonian/Spanish government? (Economic, logistic,
politic,etc)



QARMAS

- Explain the judgment of many leaders of the procés and
why it is so controversial

Resolutive

-Does your delegation consider Catalonian
independence a viable way to end the conflict? Why?

Why not?

-What does your delegation propose for giving end to
the conflict, and get into an agreement ?

-Is something preventing your delegation from
helping? 

-In case the Catalonian Independence succeeds, which
mechanisms would your delegation use to

benefit/prejudice this new State ?
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